$BACON
Bacon Blockchain Lottery

BACON
TOKEN

ABOUT US

$BACON is a hyper-deflationary BEP-20 token with rewards in BNB and a
lottery feature.
Our team, consisting of highly skilled developers, has created an easy to use,
reliable, and technologically outstanding $BACON token that integrates 5
different protocols in a smart contract code: BNB Rewards, Lottery, Liquidity,
Buyback, and Marketing & Development.
These features allow it to withstand any fluctuations and make $BACON one of
the strongest tokens in the market.
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TOKENOMICS

Token name:

Bacon Blockchain Lottery

Token symbol:

$BACON

Decimals:

18

Network:

BSC

Total supply:

10 000 000

Liquidity lock:

10 years

Buying tax — 13%:
— BNB Rewards:

5%

— Lottery:

2%

— Liquidity:

2%

— Buyback:

1%

— Marketing &
Development:

3%
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Selling tax — 18%:
— BNB Rewards:

6%

— Lottery:

3%

— Liquidity:

3%

— Buyback:

2%

— Marketing &
Development:

4%

Every purchase transaction is taxed in the amount of 13%, which is divided into
five protocols. The smart contract we offer discourages sales because the seller
is required to pay an 18% tax on sales.
Besides, it discourages whale dumping by applying the feature called antiwhale protection (this is explained in greater depth below).
When bought, 5% of the transaction is distributed among the holders, 2% is
pulled into the lottery pot, 1% is sent for buyback, 2% is pulled into the
liquidity pool, 3% is taken for the marketing & development.
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5% BNB REWARDS

BNB Rewards is a significant protocol of $BACON token. This feature means that people's
balances grow automatically by just holding $BACON.
It takes 5% of every transaction and distributes this amount among all holders of $BACON
in BNB. The amount everyone receives is based on the total $BACON they own.

Why is it a good feature?

BNB Rewards is really a good feature because if you simply hold $BACON in your wallet,
you will earn interest over time.
Besides, it encourages people to increase their holdings by buying more, because interest
income depends on the volume of their supply.
Receiving rewards in BNB stimulates investing it in $BACON, which in turn increases the
capitalization of the $BACON token.
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2% LOTTERY

Lottery is a great feature of the $BACON token. Thanks to this protocol, 100 random
holders of $BACON can win BNB coins once a week.

How does it work?

This protocol takes 2% of each transaction and stores it in a lottery pot inside the smart
contract.
If an investor has 1000 or more $BACON in his wallet, and he did not sell a single $BACON
during the week, then he is included in the list of lottery participants.
Every Sunday our application selects 100 random $BACON investors from this list and
distributes the amount from the lottery pot among them.

Why is it a good feature?
Ability to win the lottery is definitely a good feature.
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The winnings will be received in BNB. This is good because BNB is a reliable coin. Getting
profit in safe coins adds confidence to holders.
If the lottery prize was received in $BACON, then it would be bad for the token price.
It would lead to the sale of winning tokens and, accordingly, a decrease in the value of
$BACON.
Distribution of the winnings in BNB will incentivize winners to re-invest BNB in $BACON.
This is good for all $BACON holders as the price will rise, the holders will get the rewards
and the token will strengthen in the crypto world.
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2% LIQUIDITY

This function automatically takes 2% of each transaction and keeps it in the contract,
takes a part of those kept tokens, and sells them to the liquidity pool in return for BNB.
It will then pair up the acquired BNB with the remaining half of the tokens that are left
over and deposit that into the liquidity pool.

Why is it a good feature?

Bigger liquidity always means that swapping $BACON in and out of the liquidity pool
fluctuates prices to a smaller degree and efficiently increases the price floor.
In its turn, this continuously makes $BACON stronger against sales and results in the
wallets value retaining more efficiently.
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1% BUYBACK

Buyback function collects 1% of every buying transaction, sells it in BNB, and sends it to
the buyback wallet. This amount is held in the wallet until the right moment comes, and
then the $BACON team buys tokens back as a one-off event and then burns tokens
manually.
This method makes a large green candle on the chart and draws attention to the token.

What is the right moment?

The $BACON team analyzes the market, and if there are signs of bad whale activity, then
the team decides to buy tokens from the liquidity pool and send them to the burn
address.
For example, if there are whales selling a lot of tokens, and in order to protect $BACON
from falling the buyback tokens will be burned.
Such actions make the token more stable and protected from the negative impact of
third parties.
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What is token burning?

Token burning is the process in which tokens are purposely and permanently removed
from the circulation supply. This reduces the number of tokens in use.
The tokens are sent to a wallet address that cannot be used for transactions other than
receiving coins. Once the tokens are sent, the transaction cannot be reversed, and the
tokens cannot be withdrawn.

The burn address: 0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dEaD
It is possible to check out the dead address on BscScan in the “Holders” section (the label
is “Burn Address”).
Nobody owns the dead address because there is no known associated private key.
Everything sent to this address is lost and cannot be retrieved. That is why when you
send $BACON to this address, it permanently decreases the circulating supply.

Buyback protocol was created to protect $BACON investors. Burning tokens manually at
the right time helps to create buzz around the token and attract large investments to the
project.
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3% MARKETING & DEVELOPMENT

The marketing and development protocol is a way to provide funding to the $BACON
project.
The smart contract takes 3% of each transaction and sells it into BNB to be automatically
sent to the marketing & development wallet.
Funds obtained from this function will be primarily applied to the $BACON market and
cause the occurrence of new investors.

Why is it a good feature?

This feature contributes to the spread of the popularity of this project, an increase in the
number of holders and new investors.
Also, it helps to grow the community, which is a criterion for any crypto project.
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ANTI-WHALE PROTECTION

We value security as one of, if not the primary concern of any buyer that participates in
crypto.
Our anti-whale technology protects investors from malicious market manipulation
practices that can cause unsustainable market volatility.
Anti-whale function does not let the investors buy too many $BACON tokens.
If a buyer is going to make a purchase after which the amount of $BACON in his wallet
exceeds 3% of the total supply, then the transaction will be cancelled.
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PASSIVE INCOME NFTs

In March, we will release 10 000 NFTs. All NFT holders will have passive income from 3
sources:
— NFT purchases made by others
— Big Bacon Lottery App
— Admin Lottery Service
15% of every NFT purchase made by anyone will be split equally among the $BACON
holders, the NFT holders, and the Marketing & Development department.
5% — NFT holders
5% — $BACON holders
5% — marketing & development
Every time someone buys an NFT, 5% of the purchase amount is automatically
distributed to all NFT holders in BNB. It will be possible to make a profit just by keeping
NFTs in your wallet.
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BIG BACON LOTTERY APP

In April, we are going to launch the Big Bacon Lottery App.
Everybody will be able to buy lottery tickets and win amounts from small wins up to
jackpot. The winnings will be received in BNB.
When a participant buys a lottery ticket, the system analyzes the ticket and sends back
information about whether the ticket is a winning one and the amount of the winning.
If the ticket is winning, then the lucky participant instantly receives his prize on the
wallet. If the ticket is not winning, the lottery pot increases, which means that the next
winner can win even more.
The more lottery tickets you buy, the more chances to win you get. The probability of
getting a winning lottery ticket is very high — 1/10. It will not be difficult to attract new
investors to the project.
15% of each ticket purchase will be split among 3 groups in equal parts: the first 5% will
go to the NFT holders, the second 5% will be distributed among the $BACON token
holders, and the third 5% will go to the marketing & development department.

5% — NFT holders
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5% — $BACON holders
5% — marketing & development
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ADMIN LOTTERY SERVICE

In April, we will launch the first of its kind lottery service, which can be used by admins of
any projects.

How will it work?

If the admins of a project want to arrange a lottery, but there is no such feature in their
contract code, then the admins can use this lottery service from $BACON.
They need to fill in the following fields:
— contract address;
— lottery amount;
— the number of winners;
— conditions for participation in the lottery draw;
— the time of the lottery draw.
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When all fields are filled in, then the lottery service starts processing the data and runs
the lottery.
The admins will only need to pay for using the lottery service once, when they use it for
the first time. The admins will be able to use this lottery service for free next time (for the
same contract address).

The income from this Lottery Service will be divided equally between 3 groups of
contributors:
1/3 — NFT holders
1/3 — $BACON holders
1/3 — marketing & development
Thus, NFT holders and $BACON holders will receive passive income from Big Bacon
Lottery App, Admin Lottery Service, and NFT purchases. Passive income from all
platforms will be received in BNB.
Getting income in BNB stimulates investing it in $BACON, which in turn increases the
capitalization of the $BACON token and attracts new investments.
We are going to make $BACON a long-term project with a lot of profit opportunities for
all $BACON investors.
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